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Abstract 

The use of volume data and digital three-dimensional (3D) surface models in biology has 

increased quickly and steadily. Various methods are available to acquire 3D data, among them 

episcopic imaging techniques. Based on the episcopic microscopy with on-block staining 

protocol of Weninger et al. (1998), we describe a simple and versatile setup for episcopic 

microtomy. It is composed of a consumer DSLR digital camera combined with standard 

histology equipment. The workflow of block surface staining and imaging, image processing, 

stack alignment, surface generation (including a custom Amira
®
 macro), and 3D model 

editing is described in detail. For our sample specimen (Alytes obstetricans; Amphibia: 

Anura) we obtained images with a pixel size of 5.67 x 5.67 µm
2
. The generated image stacks 

allowed distinguishing different tissues and were well-suited for creating a 3D surface model. 

We analyzed the alignment quality achieved by various selections of specimen and fiducial 

marker spots. The fiducial spots had a significant positive effect on the alignment quality with 

the best alignment having a maximum mean alignment error of about 44.7 µm. We further 

tested the APS-C camera with combinations of macro lens, extension tube or teleconverter. 

The macro lens and extension tube yielded the smallest pixel size of 2.53 x 2.53 µm
2
. 

Considering data quality and resolution, and depending on object sizes and research goals, 

DSLR captured episcopic microtomy can be an alternative to other techniques, such as 

traditional histological sectioning or micro-computed tomography.  

 

Keywords: block surface imaging; on-block staining; alignment; volume data; surface model 
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Introduction 

The use of digital three-dimensional (3D) volume representations and surface models for 

analysis and visualization increased substantially within the last two decades (e.g., Joschko et 

al. 1991; Haas 2001; Golding et al. 2009; Staedler et al. 2013; Lautenschlager et al. 2014; Gan 

et al. 2016; Heiss et al . 2016; Henne et al. 2017). 3D surface models have also been used 

increasingly in geometric morphometrics (e.g., Gunz et al. 2012; Piras et al. 2015; Werneburg 

et al. 2015), X-ray Reconstruction of Moving Morphology (e.g., Brainerd et al. 2010; Griep et 

al. 2013), multibody dynamic analyses and musculoskeletal modeling (e.g., Kargo and Rome 

2002; Curtis et al. 2010; Charles et al. 2016), finite element analyses (e.g., Cox et al. 2011; 

Kleinteich et al. 2012; Fortuny et al. 2015), and computational fluid dynamics (e.g., Hammel 

et al. 2013; Rahman et al. 2015; also see Davies et al. 2017 and references therein). 

In vertebrate morphology, arguably one of the first procedures to generate 3D models of 

biological structures was introduced by Born (1876; 1883). He used stacked wax plates, cut 

out according to histological sections projected on them via a prism, to build a physical, 

enlarged 3D representation of amphibian nasal structures. Later progress in computer 

technology allowed creating digital 3D models of biologically relevant structures by surface 

scanning, by photogrammetry, or based on image stacks and volume data. Methods of volume 

data acquisition include micro-computed tomography (µCT), magnetic resonance imaging 

(MRI), confocal laser-scanning microscopy (CLSM), or digitally stacked serial images of a 

specimen. A review of these and related techniques and the pertinent literature has been 

presented by Geyer et al. (2009). For the stacked image approach, digitized histological serial 

sections (e.g., Handschuh et al. 2010) and episcopic 3D imaging methods (i.e., methods that 

generate volume data by repetitively digitizing the cut surface of a histologically embedded 

specimen during its sectioning; also see Geyer et al. 2009) have been used.  

Weninger et al. (1998) described an episcopic 3D imaging method to acquire high-

resolution volume data. They mounted a block with an embedded specimen on a microtome 

for sectioning and combined in situ staining of the cut surface (Hegre and Brashear 1946, 

1947), with computer-assisted block surface digitizing and image processing techniques (Laan 

et al. 1989; Odgaard et al. 1990). Unlike traditional histological sections on slides, the main 

advantages of the episcopic imaging are that the resulting image stacks are gapless, rapidly 

generated, not affected by geometric distortions, and inherently aligned such that the natural 

outline of the specimen is preserved. Weninger et al. (1998) produced two stacks of gray-

scale images, one stack of unstained and one of stained block surfaces images, respectively. 
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Due to the precise congruence of the cross section images, automatic image subtraction 

between stained and unstained images was possible and removed shining-through background 

structures (Weninger et al. 1998; fig. 1). They used the resulting stack of subtracted images 

for the generation of a surface model. In their setup with highly precise image capture 

position, post-sectioning alignment was unnecessary. If choosing digitized histological 

sections on slides (without positional precision in image capture) to create volume data, 

however, image alignment is an obligatory, yet an error-prone and time-consuming step in the 

preparation of volume data sets. Such alignment can result in unnatural shapes; for example, 

wrongly straightened curved structures (the so-called “banana” problem), false z-axis 

orientation, or reconstruction of a symmetric shape from an unsymmetrical specimen 

(Streicher et al. 1997; Malandain et al. 2004). 

The originally published setup for episcopic microscopy with on-block staining has 

proven valuable for the acquisition of high-quality volume data (Weninger et al. 1998). It, 

however, seemed rather complex: a dissection microscope with a ring-light was placed 

perpendicular to the cut surface of the block, and a video-camera connected to a computer 

was operated by a custom software macro for image acquisition. Later efforts pushed 

episcopic microscopy to higher resolution (high-resolution episcopic microscopy, HREM, and 

related episcopic imaging methods; Weninger et al. 2006; Mohun and Weninger 2012a, b; 

Geyer et al. 2014). HREM is a fluorescence based, automated approach to episcopic 

microscopy that requires a specialized setup and plastic resin embedding; both limiting its 

application to certain laboratory settings and object sizes. Automation in sectioning and image 

capturing is certainly highly desirable for high-throughput applications but also requires 

higher investment in specialized technical equipment not needed in many other applications.  

Our approach herein aims to use standard equipment commonly present in histology 

laboratories, to assemble a setup that is simple, straightforward, and versatile without 

sacrificing resolution. In the following, we propose a setup for episcopic microtomy with 

block surface staining that harnesses the high resolution of contemporary DSLR cameras. We 

test the performance of the setup and describe a workflow of image acquisition and 

processing to create high-quality surface models. Our approach neither strives for full 

automation nor for perfectly aligned image stacks; rather, time investment in manual 

operation of the microtome and image acquisition, and digital alignment replaced more 

complex hardware solutions. We applied fiducial markers to counter alignment artifacts and 

statistically assessed the alignment quality. 
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Materials and methods 

Specimen and embedding 

A museum specimen of Alytes obstetricans (Laurenti, 1768) (Amphibia: Anura; 

ZMH A12442; snout-vent-length 28 mm) was chosen as test specimen. The head, arms, and 

trunk of the specimen were partly skinned to allow for a better light transmission deep into the 

sample. The further steps of paraffin (Paraplast Plus
®
; Leica Biosystems) embedding were 

adopted from Weninger et al. (1998). Most importantly the specimen was impregnated with 

lead ions prior to paraffin infiltration. The lead ions accumulate in the tissues and allow for 

later in situ staining of the cut surface of the block (Hegre and Brashear 1946, 1947). The 

protocol is given in Online Ressource 1.  

Setup for episcopic microtomy 

The paraffin block was mounted (melted) onto a wooden base block and clamped into a 

manually driven rotatory microtome (Microm
TM 

HM 340 E; Microm International GmbH). 

The block was oriented to ensure transverse sectioning of the specimen. The fastened block 

was moved to a position close to the upper turning point of the microtome. This zero position 

was marked on the microtome hand wheel for subsequent image acquisition. We used a 

position slightly before peak block position in order to have space for adjustments of the area 

captured by the camera in case the area of interest shifted relative to the camera view during 

sectioning.  

A 24 megapixel digital APS-C sensor camera (Nikon D7200
®
; Nikon Corporation) 

equipped with a macro lens (Nikon AF-S VR Micro-Nikkor
®
 105 mm 1:2,8G IF-ED) was 

mounted on a focusing rack (Manfrotto® 454), which in turn was fastened to a tripod (Gitzo® 

G2220). The optical axis of the camera was leveled perpendicular to the block surface. The 

camera alignment was done by eye, as this proved to be precise enough in previous episcopic 

imaging trials (unpubl. data). A UV filter and lens hood were mounted to protect the lens 

from chemicals and paraffin shavings, to enhance contrast, and to prevent lens flare.   

One Nikon SB-R200 Wireless Speedlight was placed on each side of the microtome at 

level with the specimen block in its zero position. Flashes were triggered in TTL mode by the 

built-in flash of the camera as commander. Flash position was slightly behind the cut surface 

to mostly illuminate deep into the block. Careful placement of the flashes was essential to 

reduce glare and reflections from the cut block surface and to lighten up dark areas behind the 

cut surface plane. This backlit effect enhanced the clarity of the region of interest in the block 

surface plane. The setup is shown in figure 2. 
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We operated the camera in manual focus mode with constant magnification in order to 

achieve identical pixel sizes (i.e., real world pixel equivalents) for all images. The lens 

magnification was adjusted such that the field of view covered an area big enough for the 

expected maximum cross section area of the specimen to fit in, without adding too much 

empty space around it. The aim was to maximize areal coverage of the specimen projection 

on the camera sensor and, thus, maximize specimen spatial resolution. Metric-grid paper 

placed in the focus plane helped to estimate the proper field of view adjustment. 

Block sectioning and imaging 

Focusing on the cut block surface was done manually with the focusing rack (lens 

settings/magnification kept constant). A self-timer and a mirror pre-release were set for the 

camera to reduce vibrations during image capture. Once all camera settings were set, an 

image of grid-paper placed in the focus plane was taken (uncompressed RAW format [NEF]) 

to allow for pixel size calibration.  

Fiducial markers were applied to the cut block surface: multiple holes were punched 

into the block with a pin to create markers for later image alignment (also see, e.g., Malandain 

et al. 2004 and references therein). Holes were placed in each corner of the field of view using 

a wood block with a tight, perpendicular drilled hole as guide for the inserted pin. To counter 

slight deviations from perpendicularity the holes in the upper right and lower left corner were 

applied with the same guide block orientation whereas those in the other corners were given 

the opposite orientation (woodblock turned 180° around the long axis of the pin). The holes 

were filled with melted dark chocolate (non-toxic, excellent cutting properties) to gain high 

contrast to the paraffin block. This resulted in subcircular chocolate spots around the 

specimen on the images. At the beginning, four holes were made into the paraffin, one in each 

corner. The holes were up to 18 mm deep and new holes were added as needed. As it was not 

possible to fill the entire length of holes with chocolate, but just about 1 mm at once, 

chocolate had to be added during sectioning. Additional holes were applied for redundancy, in 

case the chocolate content in another hole ended before it was refilled; in total up to six holes 

per corner were created. 

During block sectioning, images of each pristine cut surface were taken first. Then, a 

solution of sodium sulfide (Na2S; 7 %) was applied to the cut surface for about 20 s using a 

sponge applicator. The sodium sulfide reacted with the lead ions accumulated in tissues and 

stained tissues of the specimen dark against the surrounding unchanged paraffin (Hegre and 

Brashear 1946, 1947). The degree of staining was controlled visually. When the surface was 

considered to be dark enough, superfluous solution was removed with another sponge 
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applicator. Then the stained cut surface was photographed in unchanged x-y position, so that 

the images of the unstained and stained condition were perfectly congruent. The break of the 

microtome could have been used to fix the block in its position during staining and image 

acquisition, but this was not necessary as the sponge applicator imposed only minor forces on 

the cut surface so that the block did not move between unstained and stained images. After 

taking this pair of images, three sections (10 µm thickness each) of the block surface were cut 

off. The block was then carefully set to zero position and the next image pair was captured. 

Care was taken to keep pictures of unstained and stained block surface always alternating in 

the sequence of images, because this facilitate subsequent automated sorting of images into 

separate stacks. The specimen was only sectioned in the region of interest, here the anterior 

part of the body. In this particular project we saved sections on glass slides and stained them 

with Azan stain (Mulisch and Welsch 2010, with modifications) for future reference. In the 

pectoral girdle region, the section before the sodium-sulfide-stained and imaged section was 

saved; anterior to the pectoral girdle, sections were saved at lager intervals as this region was 

not of particular interest. If it was not possible to save the intended section, e.g., because the 

section got damaged during mounting, the section before or after (a sodium sulfide stained 

one) it was saved. Two stained histological sections were digitized for comparison with 

episcopic images (Leica DM6000 B; Leica Microsystems GmbH). The images were 

processed (cropping, background cleaning, adjusting of brightness and contrast) in Fiji (based 

on ImageJ 1.51j; Schindelin et al. 2012; Schneider et al. 2012) and arranged in Adobe
®
 

Illustrator
®
 CS6 (version 16.0.3; Adobe

®
 Systems Software). 

Digital image processing and pre-alignment  

Image RAW files were converted to TIFF in IrfanView
®
 (version 4.41; Irfan Skiljan, 

http://www.irfanview.com). The images of unstained and stained block surfaces were opened 

as separate stacks in Fiji. The size of the pixels was calculated based on the image of metric 

grid-paper. The differences of corresponding images (stained/unstained pairs) from the two 

stacks were calculated with Fiji’s Image Calculator and the resulting images were inverted. 

This inverted stack shall be called ‘subtracted stack’ from here on. Brightness and contrast of 

the image stacks were adjusted in Fiji. 

The stack of stained images was opened in Amira
®
 (version 6.0.1; Konrad-Zuse-

Zentrum Berlin, FEI Visualization Sciences Group) and aligned using the automatic 

alignment function of the Align Slices module (least squares alignment algorithm). 

Subsequently, the automatic alignment was checked and corrected manually where needed. 

The alignment transformations were saved and applied to align the subtracted stack as well. 
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By doing so, the subtracted stack was aligned in exactly the same way as the stained stack and 

corresponding images in both stacks were kept in identical x-y positions. This first alignment 

was applied to allow the use of the Magic Wand tool with the All slices option for the 

segmentation of the fiducial spots in later processing steps.  These ‘pre-aligned’ stained and 

subtracted stacks were then converted to 8-bit gray-scale in Fiji to be compatible with the 

Segmentation Editor of Amira
®
.  

Segmentation, alignment, and assessment of alignment quality 

We selected one fiducial marker in each corner of the aligned stained gray-scale stack 

(markers I–IV). These selected four markers comprised the spots that later served to test the 

alignment quality. For each corner, the one fiducial marker was chosen that had the best 

quality spots (most circular and sharply bordered) and a maximum number of spots through 

the stack. The spots from the chosen markers were segmented from the aligned gray-scale 

stained stack as separate materials in Amira
®
 (Magic Wand tool with constantly adjusted 

thresholds and Brush tool). Marker spots that had no sharp border or were incomplete were 

omitted during segmentation. This resulted in 164–371 segmented spots per marker canal. 

The segmentations were stored in a LabelField (subsequently called ‘test-spot LabelField’) in 

Amira
®
. The marker’s respective spot groups will be referred to as spot groups i–iv (fig. 3).  

The marker spots of the remaining markers and the specimen were segmented as 

separate materials (Magic Wand tool with All slices option and selection growing) into a new 

LabelField. Using this LabelField and the pre-aligned gray-scale stained stack, we created 

five image stacks with different compositions of elements in their original gray values 

(Arithmetic module; fig. 3): (1) the specimen only, (2) the specimen and all marker spots 

except those resulting from markers I–IV, (3) all marker spots except those resulting from 

markers I–IV, (4) all marker spots of the upper left and lower right corner except those 

resulting from markers I–IV (marker spots from makers I–IV were included where needed to 

bridge those images, which lacked other appropriate spots), and (5) one marker spot per 

corner (two spots in one corner, when we had to switch between markers) not resulting from 

markers I–IV (marker spots from makers I–IV were included where needed to bridge those 

images, which lacked other appropriate spots).  

These five stacks containing different structure compositions were each aligned in 

Amira
®
 (alignments 1–5; automatic least squares alignment algorithm; manually corrected if 

needed). The transformations of each alignment were then applied to a copy of the test-spot 

LabelField that contained the segmentations of spot groups i–iv. The resulting five differently 

aligned test-spot LabelFields were exported as tif-image stacks and the midpoint coordinates 
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(x, y, and z) of each spot in groups i–iv were determined using a custom Fiji script resulting in 

20 clouds of midpoints (5 alignments with 4 spot groups each).  

We used the first principal component of each cloud of midpoints as line of best fit to 

approximate the long axis of the respective fiducial markers. For each observed point of a 

given midpoint cloud, the shortest distance of it to the fitted line was calculated. The resulting 

sets of distances will be called 1.i, 1.ii, through 5.iv depending on the alignment and spot 

group they belong to. The distance sets were tested for normality (Shapiro-Wilk test). This 

test did not support the assumption of normality for all sets but two (2.v, 3.iii). A Kruskal-

Wallis rank sum tests was performed to test for significant differences between the distance 

sets. A Dunn’s tests with a p-value adjustment according to Holm was run to reveal pairwise 

differences between distance sets, because the Kruskal-Wallis test indicated significant 

differences. Line fittings, distance calculations, and statistical tests were performed in R 

(version 3.3.2; R Core Team 2016) using various functions of the stats package, and the 

Dunn’s test implemented in the PMCMR package (Pohlert 2014) via RStudio
®

 (version 

1.0.136; RStudio Team 2016). A p-value smaller than 0.05 was considered significant for all 

tests. 

The transformations from the alignment that resulted in the statistically best result 

(alignment 5) were then used to re-align the pre-aligned gray-scale stacks of the stained and 

subtracted stacks in Amira
®
. The steps of data alignment and statistical analyses are illustrated 

in figure 4. Skeletal elements of the right pectoral girdle were segmented (Brush tool with 

interpolation of up to 5 images) in the re-aligned, final gray-scale stacks. We used both, the 

stained and the subtracted stack, for segmentation, switching back and forth between them. A 

scale (five millimeter of the grid-paper image) and selected additional skeletal elements were 

segmented without distinguishing between bone and cartilage.  

Surface generation and processing 

The segmented structures were exported out of Amira
®
 as separate polygon surfaces (obj-

files) using a custom Amira
®
 macro (see MultiExport macro and macro documentation in 

Online Resource 2): all voxel belonging to a given structure/material were extracted 

(Arithmetic module) and a Isosurface was created. Subsequently, a polygon surface was 

computed (ExtractSurface module). A copy of the surface was exported (subsequently called 

‘original surface’) and it was reduced in polygon count (SimplificationEditor) and smoothed 

(SmoothSurface module). Polygon count reduction and smoothing were done in small 

iterative steps to prevent artifacts in the surface. Finally, the simplified surface was exported. 
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Subsequent steps of surface processing were adopted from established workflows (e.g., 

Kleinteich et al. 2008; Friedrich et al. 2015; Mekonen et al. 2015; Gan et al. 2016). The 

simplified surfaces were imported into MeshLab (version 1.3.3; Visual Computing Lab–ISTI–

CNR; http://meshlab.sourceforge.net/) and further reduced in polygon count (Quadric Edge 

Collapse Decimision), smoothed (Taubin Smooth), and cleaned (Compact faces, Compact 

vertices, Merge Close Vertices, Remove Duplicate Faces, Remove Duplicated Vertex). 

Surfaces were then passed to MODO
®
 (version 10.1v2; The Foundry; see, e.g., Ablan 2008). 

The shape of each simplified surface was manually corrected (Move, Smooth, Surface Pen) 

using the corresponding original surface as template, as smoothing and polygon count 

reduction altered the shape of the simplified surface and caused artifacts such as holes. The 

original surface of the scale bar was replaced by an accordingly scaled cube. The cube was 

positioned in a way that it had the same distance to the camera as the center of the 3D model 

and that one face was orthogonal to the virtual camera for rendering visualizations. The final 

surfaces were assigned materials (colors) and the scene was illuminated with Directional and 

Dome Lights. The rendered images were arranged and labeled in Adobe
®
 Illustrator

®
 CS6 

including the replacement of the scale cube by a bar of equivalent length.  

Pixel sizes 

We tested different settings of the macro lens and distances of the camera’s sensor plane to 

metric grid-paper to calculate pixel sizes and field of views captured by the camera. We 

further tested the effect of using a teleconverter (AF-S, TC-14E III; Nikon) and an extension 

tube (36 mm; Kenko Tokina Co., Ltd.) with the lens because these pieces of equipment are 

commonly used by photographers and readily available. The pixel size was determined eight 

times for each distance and lens configuration and the mean pixel size was calculated. 

Measurements and calculations were done by a custom Fiji macro that required the user to 

mark a known distance on each grid-paper image eight times. 

Results 

Episcopic image stacks and alignment quality 

The partial sectioning of the Alytes specimen resulted in stacks of 620 episcopic images plus 

one scale image (grid-paper). Image acquisition took about 45 hours including the time for 

mounting the sections on glass slides. The images had a pixel size of 5.67 µm resulting in a 

voxel size of 5.67 µm in x and y and 30 µm in z. There was some variation in staining 

intensity among images and within the same image. This resulted in banding when the images 
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were rendered as a volume (fig. 3), but had no negative effect on the segmentation or the 

surfaces creation process (fig. 5). Structures in dark areas of the stained stack (central body 

parts of the specimen) often showed better contrast in the subtracted stack (fig. 1). The 

obtained image quality allowed us to well distinguish cartilage and bone tissues, except for 

the suprascapula cartilage that is partly covered by the very thin cleithrum bone (fig. 1d); the 

edges of the cleithrum were not traceable with certainty, however it was still possible to 

roughly segment both structures by comparing subsequent images and approximating borders 

(fig. 5a,b). In addition to the skeletal structures, muscle tissue, tendons, major nerves, and 

other organs were clearly distinguishable.  

 Using different compositions of structures for the stack alignment resulted in different 

alignment qualities, with statistically significant differences between most distance sets. 

There, however, was no significant difference between corresponding distance sets of both 

alignments in which the specimen was part of the structures used for the alignment (1 & 2). 

There further were no significant differences between distance sets 3.i & 5.i, 3.ii & 5.ii, 

3.iii & 4.iii, 3.iv & 4.iv, 3.iv & 5.iv, and 4.iv & 5.iv, respectively, and some other pairs. Box-

and-whisker plots of the different distance sets are given in figure 6; descriptive statistics of 

the distance sets and the results of Kruskal-Wallis and Dunn’s tests are provided in Online 

Resources 3 and 4, respectively. 

Histological serial sections 

The digitized histological sections had a pixel size of 1.67 µm; smaller pixel sizes would have 

been achievable with higher magnifications at the Leica slide scanner. The lead impregnation 

had no visible effect on the tissue integrity and the quality of the Azan staining (fig. 7a). In 

cases where a sodium sulfide stained section was saved the colors of Azan staining appeared 

slightly more brownish than those of non-sodium sulfide stained sections (not quantified; fig 

7b,d). The histological sections showed all anatomical details usually visible in Azan stained 

sections. For some of the sections geometric distortions were obvious or some parts of the 

specimen got damaged or lost (fig. 7a,b). 

Pixel sizes 

The smallest calculated pixel size (2.53 µm) was obtained using the macro lens with the 

extension tube. The associated area captured by the camera was 15.19 mm by 10.13 mm. 

Other setup variations with their respective pixel sizes and fields of view are given in table 1. 
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Discussion 

Limitations, improvements, and strengths 

Our intention was to devise a lab setup for episcopic microscopy with photographic and 

histological equipment readily accessible in many labs. For our test case, a medium sized 

frog, the setup worked very well. However, size of the object matters. The minimum and 

maximum size of a specimen intended for episcopic microtomy is limited by the 

specifications of the equipment used for sectioning and digital image capture. In our protocol, 

the specimen is embedded in paraffin and the block has to fit the microtome used. Previously, 

we sectioned a much bigger toad with a similar protocol, however, on a sliding microtome 

and the camera above the microtome (unpubl. data). For very large objects sectioning or 

milling can be a demanding task (e.g., Visible Human Project
®
; Spitzer and Whitlock 1998). 

Also, the increasing field of view in large objects scales inversely with the spatial resolution. 

Camera sensor resolution, lens magnification, and lens resolution are to be considered for 

small specimens. Small objects can be accommodated by inserting extension tubes, 

teleconverters, or macro bellows (not tested herein) between camera body and lens to increase 

the magnification; another option is a lens with already high magnification (e.g., Canon MP-E 

65mm f/2.8 1-5x Macro Photo). However, at some point the crystalline fine structure of the 

paraffin will impose a limit at the lower end of the range; according to our experience we 

recommend different protocols (resin embedding) for vertebrate objects that are substantially 

smaller in diameter and for which small pixel sizes are needed (0.25-0.5 µm x 0.25-0.5 µm; 

Weninger et al. 2006).  

Increasing the sensor’s pixel density (decreasing the sensor’s pixel pitch, i.e., the 

distance between sensor photo sites) increases the potential camera resolution given the lens 

has enough resolving power. Note that APS-C DSLR sensors commonly have a higher pixel 

density than most full frame (FX) sensors and, therefore, an APS-C sensor camera was the 

better choice for our setup.  

Our microtome did not allow the arresting of the block in precisely the same position 

for consecutive images. Therefore, we obtained stacks of unaligned images. Perfectly aligned 

stacks can be achieved with other microtomes. We, however, purposely wanted to test our 

setup and post-sectioning protocols with a microtome type that is more likely to be 

encountered in many laboratories. Furthermore, we continued using a tripod (easily 

accessible), although care must be taken that the tripod does not move relative to the 

specimen block during sectioning. The camera could have been coupled mechanically to the 
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microtome by some device, but we did not want to give up simplicity. Rather, we 

demonstrated that episcopic imaging can be well done with a tripod alone. 

Block surface staining with sodium sulfide does not produce consistent staining 

intensities (Geyer et al. 2009), which, in turn, lead to an inhomogeneous volume (fig. 3). With 

regard to structure segmentation, this turned out to be advantageous, because some structures 

were better discernible in lightly stained and others in strongly stained images.  

Despite the limitations of the setup, we obtained image stacks that, in our opinion, are of 

a high quality and very well suitable for morphological work on specimens of this size class. 

The advantages of episcopically captured image stacks are obvious (Weninger et al. 1998; 

Geyer et al. 2009): The digitalized cross sections are undistorted, no sections are lost due to 

processing problems, and the corresponding images in the stained and unstained stacks are 

congruent allowing for image subtraction and use of both stacks for segmentation in 3D 

processing software. 

Alignment quality  

Our setup requires the virtual alignment of stacked images. Fiducial markers have been shown 

to be valuable for image stack registration and to overcome known alignment problems such 

as the “banana” problem (e.g., Toga and Arnicar 1985; Brändle 1989; Ford-Holevinski et al. 

1991; Humm et al. 1995; Goldszal et al. 1996; Streicher et al. 1997; Rau et al. 2013). Our 

results confirmed that the use of external markers can increase alignment quality. 

We found no significant difference in the alignment quality of the two alignments 

(alignments 1–2) that used, among others, the specimen itself for the alignment. When 

comparing these two alignments, the alignment including the marker spots (2) generally 

results in better, although not significantly better values (i.e., the distances of the marker spot 

midpoints to the fitted lines were on average smaller). This clearly demonstrated the influence 

of the marker spots on the alignment quality. The influence, however, was small possibly 

because the image area occupied by the marker spots was small compared to the area of the 

specimen, and both together served for alignment in alignment 2. In other words, the 

specimen had a higher weight during the alignment process. All alignments that exclusively 

used various subsets of the marker spots (alignments 3–5) performed statistically better than 

the two including the specimen (1–2). This indicates that the marker spots provided important 

alignment information that helped to reduce alignment artifacts.  

The alignment using one fiducial marker spot per corner (5) resulted in the statistically 

best alignment quality; the alignment using all marker spots (3) resulted in second best. The 

difference between the qualities of these two alignments is based on the significant difference 
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of distance sets 3.iii and 5.iii only. This indicates that both these alignments do not differ 

much in their quality.  

In alignment 5, the mean alignment error (in terms of mean distance of midpoints to 

respectively fitted lines) of spot groups iii–iv was smaller than 3 pixel; this equals about 

17 µm and was smaller than the image stack resolution in z. The highest mean alignment error 

of this alignment was in spot group ii and equaled 44.7 µm, approximately 1.5 times the 

resolution in z. The data indicate that there is a slight deviation between the natural shape of 

the specimen and its’ shape after automated alignment. Whether this alignment error is 

relevant or not, depends on the kind of subsequent analysis and needs to be determined. 

Episcopic microtomy datasets of our setup may not be suitable for analyses that require high 

precision measurements such as (geometric) morphometrics.  

We observed significant differences between most distance sets within each alignment. 

This indicates that different parts of the images are aligned with different accuracies. Possible 

explanations for this observation could be: the marker spots considered for the alignment had 

different areas and thereby different weights during the alignment process; the holes driven 

into the block deviated non-uniformly from perpendicularity and led to a shift of the z-axis.  

We did not analyze the accuracy with which the coordinates of the midpoints were 

determined. Some errors could have been introduced during the segmentation of the spots 

chosen to test the alignment quality and during the determination of their midpoint 

coordinates. Yet, we expect the possible error in midpoint determination to have only minor 

effect on the alignment comparisons as we used the same test-spot LabelField for all distance 

calculations.  

Alternative steps and software 

There is a large, if not bewildering, number of software packages that can be freely combined 

to achieve the results desired. Herein we present the solution that suited us best, but 

alternative packages and workflows do exist. Amira
®
 offers various functions of image 

processing that we performed in Fiji instead. For surface generation, there is an alternative 

Amira
®
 module (Generate Surface); a custom script for exporting multiple separate surfaces 

created with Generate Surface is available from the authors. The Fiji extension TrakEM2 

(Cardone et al. 2012) can perform alignment and segmentation tasks. VGStudio MAX
®
 

(Volume Graphics GmbH) also offers some functions similar to Amira
®
. Separate image 

stacks could have been exported for each segmented structure (image stack export included in 

the macro in Online Resource 2). The resulting image stacks could have been used to create 

surfaces in, for example, Imaris
®
 (Bitplain) or GOM Inspect (GOM GmbH). GOM Inspect is 
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also capable of polygon count reduction, smoothing, and cleaning of the surfaces. For final 

surface processing and image rendering Maya
®
 (Autodesk) or Blender

®
 (Blender Foundation) 

are alternative options.  

Comparison to other methods of generating volume data  

For acquiring volume data, specimens that are suitable for episcopic microtomy commonly 

will be suitable for other imaging techniques as well. One approach is histological serial 

sectioning with subsequent mounting on slides, staining, digitizing, stacking, and alignment 

(e.g., Handschuh et al. 2010). Microscopic slides can be examined at very high magnifications 

and contrast between tissues of interests can be enhanced with appropriate staining methods; 

the episcopic microtomy workflow suggested herein has certain limitations in tissue staining 

and resolution (also compare fig. 7). The major disadvantage of histological sections with 

regard to digital 3D reconstruction is that the sections are more or less distorted during the 

sectioning and mounting process. Episcopic microtomy does not have this problem because 

the block surface, not the cut section, is digitized. It might be interesting to evaluate the 

applicability of non-rigid alignment algorithms to elastically register a digitized histological 

section to a corresponding episcopic image, for example, by adapting the method suggested 

by Saalfeld et al. (2012) (also see Laan et al. 1989).  

Micro-computed tomography is a widely used imaging method in biology (Neues and 

Epple 2008; Mizutani and Suzuki 2012). It allows the non-destructive acquisition of isotropic, 

high-resolution (sub-micrometer) volume data. µCT data are inherently aligned. For soft 

tissue visualization (e.g., muscle), contrast staining may be required (e.g., Metscher 2009a, b; 

Gignac et al. 2016). Using a contrast agent, however, is no longer non-destructive because the 

agent might change tissue properties and possibly remains in the specimens for some time 

(Schmidbaur et al. 2015 and references therein). Even with contrast staining, making cartilage 

discernible and distinguishable from other tissues remains difficult (unpubl. data). 

Histological serial sections and episcopic microtomy are suitable methods for soft tissue and 

cartilage visualization and may be a better choice than µCT scans depending on both the 

research question and considerations about the integrity of the specimens. 

Magnetic resonance imaging has been used as another non-destructive technique to 

acquire inherently aligned volume data of specimens (e.g., Arnold et al. 2000; Trunbull and 

Mori 2007; Driehuys et al. 2008; Gabbay-Benziv et al. 2017). MRI data acquisition is 

typically performed without physically altering or staining the specimen (but see Rohrer et al. 

2005). The resolution, however, is still limited and dependent on magnetic field strength. To 

our knowledge, voxel sizes down to an edge length of 10 µm have been achieved (Lee et al. 
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2015). High-resolution MRI scanners are much less accessible to most researchers than µCT 

scanners or even histological equipment. 

Micro-computed tomography and MRI are volume data acquisition methods that have 

several advantages with regard to shape and specimen preservation, and with regard to speed 

of data acquisition (several hours versus several days to weeks in episcopic microtomy and 

histological serial sectioning). µCT and MRI, however, currently have limits in tissue contrast 

(one color channel) and visibility. Thus it depends on the research goal, which method is most 

efficient with regard to time and the data quality needed. 

Some studies combined different imaging methods (e.g., Laan et al. 1989; Pieles et al. 

2007; Schulz et al. 2012; Handschuh et al. 2013; Herdina et al. 2015). This adds advantages 

and potentially neutralizes the disadvantages of each technique. In our labs, we combined 

µCT scans (for bones) with subsequent episcopic microtomy (for cartilage and soft tissues) of 

the same specimen; data sets could be registered to each other (unpubl. data).  

Conclusion 

Episcopic microtomy workflows can produce huge amounts of high-quality digital images 

with excellent differential tissue contrast, at a small inter-image distance, and without the 

need for physical storage space for glass slides. Selected sections of a specimen can still be 

preserved on glass slides during the episcopic process if necessary. After applying standard 

staining (e.g., Azan), these histological sections provide additional anatomical information. 

Our setup is clearly not suitable for HREM. If resolutions at the cellular level are needed or 

objects are much smaller than ours, stacking of histological sections (Handschuh et al. 2013) 

or HREM (Wenigner et al. 2006) need to be considered. Furthermore, our setup is not 

recommended for projects that need high automation or high throughput. The described setup 

and procedures, however, can easily be set up by the occasional user to take advantage of 

episcopic imaging. Our simple episcopic microtomy setup allowed relatively fast specimen 

processing and the resulting datasets offered ample resolution. Episcopic microtomy has a lot 

of potential in morphological work pipelines to generate volume data.  
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Figures 

 

 

Fig. 1 Cross section through the pectoral girdle of Alytes obstetricans (ZMH A12442). 

Episcopic images (cropped) of unstained (a) and stained (b) cut surface of the paraffin 

block. c: Result of inverted difference of images a and b. d: Detail of b showing no clear 

border of cleithrum. Black scales: 5 mm; white scale: 1 mm 

 

 

Fig. 2 Setup for episcopic microtomy, lens hood removed 
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Fig. 3 3D visualizations of differently aligned stained image stacks (converted to gray-scale) 

with the structures belonging to different alignments highlighted. Views from left to 

right: anterior, dorsal, lateral. Scale: 5 mm; all views at same scale. Blue: volume 

rendering of structure used for alignment; yellow: Isosurface of test-spot segmentations 

aligned accordingly; gray: volume rendering of remaining structures. a-c: Alignment 1. 

d-f: Alignment 2. g-i: Alignment 3. j-l: Alignment 4. m-o: Alignment 5 
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Fig. 4 Steps of data alignment and statistical analysis of alignment quality 
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Fig. 5 a: Unprocessed Isosurfaces of the segmented structures (pectoral girdle and additional 

structures) in a volume rendering (converted to uniform gray-scale) of the Alytes 

obstetricans specimen (ZMH A12442; image created in Amira
®
). The surfaces appear 

stepped due to an inter-image distance of 30 µm. Anterolateral view, anterior to the 

right. Beige: bone; blue: cartilage; gray: additional skeleton without distinguishing bone 

and cartilage. Scale: 5 mm. b, c: Simplified, smoothed, and corrected surface model of 

the surfaces in a (image rendered in MODO
®
). Anterolateral (b) and ventral (c) views. 

Same color code as in a, scales 5 mm 
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Fig. 6 Notched box-and-whisker plots of distance sets grouped by the respective spot group 

they belong to. If notches of two boxes do not overlap, this is strong evidence that there 

is a true difference in the means of the respective distance sets (McGill et al. 1978). 

Circle: potential outlier; cross: mean 
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Fig. 7 Histological sections (a, b, d) and episcopic images (c, e) of Alytes obstetricans (ZMH 

A12442). a: Digitized Azan stained histological section that was not contrasted with 

sodium sulfide. b: Digitized Azan stained histological section that was previously 

contrasted with sodium sulfide. Sections of a and b were located on the same glass slide 

and thus Azan-stained identically. c: Sodium sulfide contrasted episcopic image that 

shows the same section as in b. d: Detail of b showing different tissues and some 

brownish remains of the sodium sulfide staining. e: Detail of c showing the resolution 

limit of the episcopic images. *:  regions damaged during sectioning, section mounting, 

or Azan-staining; black scales: 5 mm; gray scales: 0.5 mm 
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Tables 

Table 1 Influence of focus plane to sensor distance, extension tube, and teleconverter on pixel 

size (first value) and field of view (second). Asterisk (*) denotes smallest pixel size (highest 

magnification) obtainable with respective equipment. Values were rounded to the nearest two 

decimals 

focus plane to 

sensor distance 

[mm] 

Macro lens only Macro lens and 

extension tube 

Macro lens and 

teleconverter 

310  3.68 µm* 

22.07 x 14.71 mm
2
 

- - 

320  4.19 µm 

25.16 x 16.78 mm
2
 

- - 

324  - 2.53 µm* 

15.19 x 10.13 mm
2
 

- 

330  4.70 µm 

28.21 x 18.80 mm
2
 

2.97 µm 

17.80 x 11.87 mm
2
 

- 

334  - - 2.63 µm* 

15.77 x 10.51 mm
2
 

340  5.19 µm 

31.14 x 20.76 mm
2
 

3.80 µm 

22.79 x 15.20 mm
2
 

2.85 µm 

17.12 x 11.41 mm
2
 

350  5.65 µm 

33.91 x 22.60 mm
2
 

4.23 µm 

25.36 x 16.90 mm
2
 

3.19 µm 

19.13 x 12.76 mm
2
 

360  6.10 µm 

36.57 x 24.38 mm
2
 

4.78 µm 

28.70 x 19.14 mm
2
 

3.54 µm 

21.25 x 14.16 mm
2
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Online Resources 

Online Resource 1 Protocol for paraffin embedding of Alytes obstetricans (ZMH A12442) 

  

Online Resource 2 Scripts and documentation for Amira
®
 macro MultiExport 

 

Online Resource 3 Descriptive statistics of the sets of shortest distances between the 

observed midpoints and the respectively fitted lines 

 

Online Resource 4 Results of Kruskal-Wallis rank sum test and Dunn’s test on distance sets 

 

 


